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Hello children, parents, carers and staff of Victoria Primary Academy  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Search Facebook for 

Victoria Primary 
Academy PTA 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tel: 01933 223323 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://
www.victoria-

pri.northants.sch.
uk/contact/ 

If you move 
address or area, 

and no longer 
need a place for 

your child at 
Victoria, please 

let us know. 

Our small school children have made the most of the sunshine this week and have 
been investigating the plants outside in our school grounds.  

Whether your child is at 
home or attending school we 
remain one whole school 
community- every child is still 
a vital part of Victoria, even if 
they are not able to be in 
school at the moment. 

Thank you for your continued 
patience and support during 
this time. Keep in touch via 
the school office on 01933 
223323 or email  Mrs 
Westrep on: 
westrepc@victoriaprimaryacademy.org.uk. 

Take good care, best wishes 

Hayley Scargill, Principal 

This is your last chance to enter the PTA 
“design a superhero competition”. Entries 
must be received by the end of Monday, 

22nd June. Winners and runners-up will be 
announced in next week’s newsletter. 

https://www.victoria-pri.northants.sch.uk/contact/
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CELEBRATION CERTIFICATES 
  

SMALL SCHOOL PODS 

Mr Tyson 

Victoria Patyk – for being a brilliant role model and 
demonstrating a great deal of perseverance and patience in 
her learning. 

Miss Lees-Collier 

Emmanuel Mastroianni. Emmanuel has worked extremely 
hard to learn his 3 times tables. 

Mrs Giles 

Rares Iamandii - for always showing enthusiasm and 
determination in all areas of his learning. 

Miss Goodman 

Kyla Frederick-Dorsett – for persevering with subtraction 
using Dienes. 
Costance Mastroianni – for showing patience with sketching 
techniques. 

Mrs Embling 

Ruby Danns – for always being keen to try new things and 
having excellent suggestions. 

  

RECEPTION POD 

Miss Holmes 

Elza Fibiga for coming back to school so well and being kind 
to her friends. 
David Iordache for his amazing independent sentence 
writing.  

 

YEAR ONE PODS 

Mrs Walmsley and 
Mrs Hensman 

Abdul Iddriss – for a super start to phonics, using Fred 
fingers and creating good sentences to show his thinking. 
Isabel – Maria Romila - for super listening and hardworking 
attitude, it’s like she’s never been away! 

Miss Newell 

Evelyn Ekins – for making positive choices and putting great 
effort into her tasks. 
Afsheen Alom – for using all her sounds to write amazing 
sentences about her friends. 

 

YEAR SIX PODS 

Miss Costanzo 

Wiktoria Domowicz – for her enthusiasm for all her 
learning. 

Mrs Wall 

 Takeiah Owusu-Ansah for trying her best this week and 
engaging well in class discussions. 
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Reception have loved doing go noodle this 
week!  

RECEPTION PODS 

We have been working 
hard on our aiming and 

throwing skills in 
Reception. 

We got the power in 
Reception. We love this 

song!  

YEAR SIX PODS 

Year 6 are finding out all 
about The Tower of 

London. We’re fascinated 
by the ravens. We found 

out that one of them plays 
dead when he doesn’t get 

enough attention.  
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YEAR ONE PODS 

Year 1 have been very busy creating paper people to 
show that we are connected. We have also been writing 

about how we can be kind to our friends and making 
them into paper chains.  
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We are looking for all the pentominoes, 
shapes made of 5 squares.  

SMALL SCHOOL PODS 

We are 
investigating 

plants this 
week.  

Concentrating hard on our maths 
investigation. Can anyone make 100 using 4 
2 digit numbers where none of the digits can 

be the same?  

 

Excellent 
maths work! 

We made a list of who we think 
keeps the school running. We 

then had a discussion about all 
the different jobs within a school 

and how much of a key role 
everyone plays!  
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We’ve had lots of fun looking at the        
“We are together” story and completing 

lots of different related activities.  

Today we have been investigating the plants out-
side in our school grounds. We have been writing 
about the parts of the plants and their functions.  

We found some spider webs 
outside yesterday, so today 

we sketched them. Lots of perseverance needed 
when making different shapes 

with Tangrams.  
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Miss Gent and her family used things they 
found in the garden to make a picture of 

themselves! 

Which one do you think is Miss Gent? 

During the lockdown Tariq has celebrated his 7th 
birthday and he got to see his baby cousin. 

He has helped his mum with the cooking and 
made spaghetti for dinner, which everyone really 

enjoyed 

“I miss school very much and can’t wait to go back 
one day and see all of my friends” 

Janis loves his new room, which 
has been decorated during 

lockdown. 
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Hi, I sent a few pictures of my 
home learning. I like writing book 

reviews of the books I like. 

Natalia Barchan 

Sarah is enjoying 
spending time with her 
lovely cats. They are all 
very fluffy! Their names 

are Oreo, Boky and 
Chelsea. Chelsea is the 

mother of the other two. 

Hello! I baked a heart cake 
for my uncle's birthday and 
I made cupcakes too for us! 

With frosting, yummy!  

Mehnaz  
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Jessica has been doing 
her home learning in her 
teepee this week. She’s 
also been embroidering 

buttons and been making 
jewellery. 

Hello 

Elliot has been busy this week doing bite size learning his favourite was what he did this morning which 
was sharing equally in 10s, 5s and 2s using pasta. 

Yesterday he and his sister Esmae made a rocket and travelled to the moon! 

Elliot tried trail running at the start of the week which he enjoyed running up and down the hills and 
through the trees. 

Hope you’re all well. From Elliot Dally 1b 

 

Phoebe has been busy making 
her own tongue twisters this 

week. 
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Arjun in class 1A wanted to share 
his progress of Oxford reading 

buddy.  
He completed 101 books to date 

Great reading Ashar!  

Gabriel & Gracie have been 
having fun trying out their 
face masks that a family 

friend made them. 

Mrs Stevenson has discovered some feathered 
friends also like the garden vegetables . 

One for sorrow, Two for joy………. Do you know the rest 
of this poem?  

Asim is working 
hard on his home 

learning. 
“We are 

together” 
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Jamie planted a blueberry and 
hopes it will grow into a lovely 

bush. Jamie says blueberries are his 
favourite fruit. 

Hello everyone!   

I spent a lot of time in my plot of 
land    

Inez "RB"  

Kornelia RA 

Kornelia solves math 
problems. She adds and 

subtracts coins. It was a lot 
of work and fun. 

Hello Mr Tyson, I sent you some pictures of what I do at 
home. I started reading a book called Charlie and the 

chocolate factory. It's really a fantastic book. Everyday I 
do my homework. I try to get better at times table. 

When it rains I build puzzles with my sister. And I like 
going outside for a walk when it's beautiful weather. 

Mateusz Barchan   
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Mrs Scargill’s 

    GOLDEN BOOK 

Matthew Newton has persevered for 2 days 
to complete our Reach 100 investigation.  

He has shown resilience and determination 
and solved the problem.  

He is very proud of himself and excited to tell 
his mum and be in the golden book as it is his 

first time in the book.   

This is Ayush from class 5B. 

He has a lot of Lego and 
obviously enjoys making 

models. 
Gabriel and Gracie picked a flower to paint. They 

had to pay close attention to add fine details. Then 
we had a competition to see if Dad could identify 

which plant they had painted. Gabriel picked a 
geranium and Gracie picked a lavender. We 

rubbed its leaves and it smelt so good.  
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P.T.A Super hero Competition. Closing date for final 
entries—Monday,22nd June 

Inez Olchawa, RB 

My Superhero is called Elsa.  

She is very colourful and has super 
potential powers. 

Phoebe Maxwell 2B  

 

"This is Dr. Carrot and Nurse Tomato 
and their little helpers the 4 Grapes. 

Nurse Tomato’s power is thinking of 
medicines, Dr. Carrot’s power is 

healthy eating! And the four grapes 
run around giving out the medicine 

for Nurse Tomato, and that's my 
super heroes!" 

Gabriel Cooper 5A 

This is Toffee Fighter, 
based on the book 

character “Moonface” 

in the Faraway Tree. 

He can blow toffee 
bubbles, which go up 
when you are in one 
and he can make the 

moon appear and 
disappear. 


